In 2014 JOTSE is facing several changes and challenges so as to improve the quality of our scientfc Journal. In the frst place, we have incorporated new members in our Editorial board and we hope to implement thanks to them new felds of knowledge, explore other areas and, hence, increase our internatonalisaton. In this sense, one of the main objectves when we set up JOTSE was to reach scholars worldwide. In fact, we have been working on atractng internatonal authors for four years and taking teaching experiences wherever they are needed. In this issue, we have accomplished some of these aims, in other words, we can fnd authors belonging to 4 diferent countries: Japo Oweikeye Morto Amasuomo" from Nigeria, "Vicenc Fernandez, Pep Simo, David Castllo, Jose M. Sallan" and "Joan Domingo Penya, Herminio Martnez García, Spartacus Gomariz Castro, Juan Gámiz Caro" from Spain, Pengfei Song from the USA, and last but not least, Anna-Lena Thies, Anne Weissenstein, Ivo Haulsen, Bernhard Marschall, Hendrik Friederichs from Germany. Thus, this is the beginning of a more internatonalised JOTSE.
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Secondly, another recent and outstanding success for our Journal has been the 21 indexatons reached, from which we would like to highlight the following: Latndex (Catálogo): 28/36 Latndex. A system of Informaton about the scientfc research of technicians and professionals and for the scientfc and cultural spread. Including works edited in Latn America, The Caribbean, Spain and Portugal. The idea of creatng Latndex emerged in 1995 in the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México (UNAM) and it became a regional cooperatve net since 1997.
Dulcinea. Dulcinea is a product that is part of the project: The Open Access to the scientfc producton in Spain: current situaton analysis and presentaton of policies and strategies to promote their development.
Open Science Directory. It has been developed by EBSCO and the Hasselt University Library. Their main goals are: To create a global search tool for all open access and special programs journal ttles and to enhance the access of these collectons by creatng direct links to the journals and their artclesincluded in this A-to-Z-list. All informaton about the included journal collectons is available at the websites of the included projects. These websites are directly accessible from the Open Science Directory.
